
Forklift Parts -The Productive Factory Machine 
Material handling is one of the prime jobs in all manufacturing factories and warehouses. Transportation
of raw materials and delivery of the finished products shows how efficiently and quickly a factory can
execute its work processes. To ensure a quick completion of jobs, most manufacturing companies and
construction businesses use productive machineries like forklifts. Forklift parts are used to enhance the
job  execution  capacity  of  the  forklift  trucks.  Business  owners  avoid  the  expensive  repairs  to  the
accessories or the lift  truck. Before buying a particular accessory for your truck, assess your factory
requirements and then choose the attachment suiting your needs. 

Let us focus on some of the useful truck attachments capable of raising the productivity of a factory:

Side-shifter: Side-shifter  happens to be one of  the most popularly  used lift  truck attachments.  This
hydraulic product enables horizontal movement of the backrest and forks so as to help the operator put
the heavy objects on the forklift without having to move the vehicle. 

Forklift Rotator: This useful device when added to the lift truck helps in handling the titled skids. As its
name suggests, the forklift rotator helps the operator to rotate the tines. When you need to dispose of
garbage or rotate the skids, you can use the forklift rotator to turn your job easier. 

Fork Positioner: This is another beneficial accessory which is used for increasing and reducing the width
of the lift truck lines hydraulically. The accessory comes handy when you attempt to move pallets of
varying sizes. These devices are mostly used in warehouses and distribution centers involved in goods
transportation. 

Clamp Attachments: These accessories exhibit their usefulness when you need to work around the floor
loaded trucks.  Now-a-days,  many  manufacturers  are  utilizing  the  benefits  of  floor  loaded  trucks  to
enhance the shipping density. 

Telescopic  Forks: The telescopic  forks are characterized by special  forks used for uplifting pallets or
heavy materials. Unlike a conventional fork system, the telescopic forks can extend outwards to enable
help piles of goods and pallets to go inside the truck. 

Man Baskets: Man baskets become a necessity when you need to use your lift truck to lift your workers
to great heights for executing repair works. A man basket is usually attached to a lift and helps a person
to be hoisted to heights safely. A standard man basket is a cage-like structure that comes with a security
system that prevents the worker from falling out of the man basket. 

You can use the aforementioned forklift truck attachments to make your lift truck a more efficient and
productive factory machine.


